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Ritsumeikan University:

Top Global University Project

Human Development 
to Collaborate Across Cultures and Contribute Globally to Asian Communities

Joint Degree Program

American University

Dual Degree Program

Australian National University

Global Learning Commons

Global Fieldwork Projects

Opened New Intl. DormOpened New Overseas Offices

China (Beijing), Vietnam (Hanoi), 
USA (Washington, DC)

Outbound Students: 

Over 1,900
Inbound Students:

about 4,000
Partner Institutions:

Over 460
Overseas Offices: 6

(Canada, India, UK, China, Vietnam, US)
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Kinugasa Campus (Kyoto)



History ~ 30th Anniversary in 2018 ~
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1988 Established as the first IR school of  western Japan.

1994 Introduced Dual Undergraduate Degree Program 

(DUDP) with American University, the first of its kind 

between a university in Japan and overseas

2011 Launched the Global Studies Major, offering a degree 

taught entirely in English

-Endorsed by the “Global 30 Project”

2018 Launched the Joint Degree Program, the first of its kind 

between a university in the US and Japan

-Endorsed by the “Top Global University Project”
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Students are expected to:

• Tackle challenges facing the global community

• Beyond Borders!
– Adopt a cross-disciplinary approach

– Learn multiple world regions

• Specialize in theories, regions and languages
Study abroad experiences
– Gain knowledge of and experience with social sciences 

(politics, economics, culture and society)

– Gain global and regional perspectives
(from Asian, Western and African countries and areas)

– Be able to deepen understanding and pursue dialogue
(with English and other foreign language skills)

Course Objectives & Learning Outcomes
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Fields of Study

International Politics International Economics Sociology

International Law International Finance Gender Studies

Peace Studies International Cooperation Journalism

Security Energy Cultural Studies

Int’l Organizations Regional Development Media

Governance Environments Religions

Human Rights Food and Agriculture Communications

Poverty International Migration Family Studies

Area studies: East Asia, South-East Asia, South Asia, Middle East, Africa

Russia and Eurasia, Europe, North America, Latin America
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Faculty with wide-ranging backgrounds



College of International Relations
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235 students

100 students

25 students

Admitting a maximum of 360 students per year
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⚫ Study IR in Japanese for 4 years

Admitting a maximum of 235 students per year

Be able to take GS Major courses taught in English 

⚫ Select one of the four programs starting at the second year 

(1) International Order & Peace,

(2) International Cooperation & Development,

(3) International Cultural Understanding,

(4) International Administration

⚫ Curriculum designed to strengthen students' academic English skills:

⚫ Invite various guest speakers:

Ministry of Foreign Affairs officials, Ambassadors to Japan, 

Former United Nations officials, Journalists, Economists, Overseas researchers  

⚫ 30~40 % of students participate in overseas exchange programs per year.

International Relations Major
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⚫ Degree program taught entirely in English

⚫ Admitting a maximum of 100 students per year 

April admission and September admission

50  from domestic exam:

wide-ranging backgrounds including returnee students 

50 from international exam:

International students from 28 countries (Asia, North America and Europe, etc. )

⚫ Take a western educational approach: 

small size classes, discussions and presentations, assignments and essays

⚫ International learning environments for the four years of study in Kyoto

⚫ 10~30 % of students participate in overseas exchange programs per year.

Global Studies Major
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American University-Ritsumeikan University

Joint Degree Program
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What is a Joint Degree Program (JDP)?

• A single curriculum jointly organized by American University (AU) and 
Ritsumeikan University (RU):
Two years in Washington D.C. (AU) and two years in Kyoto (RU)
Degree of both institutions

• The first and only undergraduate joint degree program between a 
university in Japan and the US.

• Students are jointly enrolled at both AU and RU and conferred one 
diploma endorsed by both institutions (and become an alumni of both 
AU and RU)

Name of the degree:

Bachelor of Arts in Global International Relations
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American University (Washington D.C.)

• One of the leading private universities: founded in 1893 

• Globally renowned for politics and IR

• US Presidents contributing to world peace delivered addresses on 

campus

• Inclusive and diverse: more than 130 nations and areas are represented 

by international students

President J.F. Kennedy 

“Peace speech” at AU
（June 10, 1963）
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School of International Service

Top U.S. Undergraduate Institutions to 

Study International Relations

President Barak Obama’s Iran deal speech 

(August 5, 2015)

• Growing in stature for more than 60 years since

its founding in 1958

• Ranked #9 among top U.S. undergraduate

institutions to study IR in 2018

• One of the largest international affairs schools

in the US

• High international student population
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⚫ Students beginning their studies at RU in April and AU in June are referred to as  RU 

and AU Home Students respectively.

⚫ Admitting a maximum of 25 students per year (Total of AU and RU Home Students)

⚫ RU Home Students will follow the 4-yrar plan above:
• Spend their first 1.5 years at RU

• Spend the next 2 years at AU (beginning the fall semester of their second year)

• Return to Japan in late May (in their fourth year )

• Spend their final semester at RU (beginning September)

Two Universities. One Curriculum.
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Learning Schedule (RU-home, AU-home)
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AU-RU collaboration for student support

Each JDP student is assigned an academic advisor at RU and AU: individual advising

sessions conducted twice every semester.

RU and AU advisors constantly exchange information, enabling smooth transition for

students between RU and AU.

Guidance sessions are organized jointly by RU and AU: students can count of

systematic support throughout their studies

RU student at an advising session with the AU advisor: the 

advising by begins prior to student’s move to the US.

Meeting of RU and AU student advisors. The advisors 

follow up on the academic progress of each student.
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The IR College’s 

Operational Plan 2020

Corresponding for COVID-19 

Pandemic ~Focusing on JDP~
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Plan for Spring 2020

American University (US) Ritsumeikan Univeristy (Japan)

February
-Banned Interbational travel to high-risk countries

-AU JDP students in Japan were instructed to return to the US

Early March

-Expanded telework environment for the majority of university

operations

-RU JDP students in the US were instructed to return to Japan

-Made a decision that all classes would be held remotely for the

Spring semester

Late March
-Made a decision that all classes would be held remotely until the

end of the Golden Week holidays

-Spring classes began

-The State of Emergency was declared in Japan. All classes were

suspended until early May.

Late April
-Made a decision that all classes would be held remotely for the

reminder of the semester

Early May -Spring classses ended -Spring classes resumed

June

-Start discussing the Fall plan

-Made a descision that Fall classes would be delivered in a hybrid

course format

-Start discussing the Fall plan

-Made a decision that Fall classes would be held using the four

teachhing formats

July

Late July
-Made a decision to continue telework environment for the majority

of university operations and deliver all classes remotely for the Fall

August -Fall classes began

September -Fall classes began

-Offered the four learning options for the Fall to JDP students and had individual consultation with them

EarlyApril
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Spring semester 2020 for first cohort
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February 2020

AU canceled all study abroad programs and all students, including AU-home JDP 

students studying at RU, were instructed to return immediately to their permanent 

addresses. 

March 2020

AU instructed students remaining on campus to return to their permanent addresses for 

the remainder of the semester. RU-home JDP students studying at AU returned to their 

homes (in Japan and Korea).

AU and RU started discussion on offering online instruction for maintaining students’ 

academic progress. The IR College itself was facing necessity to deliver classes 

remotely, as GS major students from China and Korea might be restricted to enter 

Japan due to the COVID-19 outbreak in these countries.

While Japan was being less impacted by the virus than part of the world, the IR College 

began exploring learning options for international students facing entry ban, first among 

the other Colleges at RU.

Plan for Spring 2020
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February 2020

While university-wide policies have not been consolidated, the IR 

College took steps towards identifying key principles and building 

technologies such as Zoom for remotely delivering JDP and other Major 

classes taught in English for the spring semester.

March-April 2020

RU made a decision that all classes would be offered remotely for the 

spring semester. The IR College requested instructors to engage 

students asynchronously, in full consideration of students who were in 

other time zones or did not have reliable WiFi access and devices.

Plan for Spring 2020
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Plan for Fall 2020

American University (US) Ritsumeikan Univeristy (Japan)

February
-Banned Interbational travel to high-risk countries

-AU JDP students in Japan were instructed to return to the US

Early March

-Expanded telework environment for the majority of university

operations

-RU JDP students in the US were instructed to return to Japan

-Made a decision that all classes would be held remotely for the

Spring semester

Late March
-Made a decision that all classes would be held remotely until the

end of the Golden Week holidays

-Spring classes began

-The State of Emergency was declared in Japan. All classes were

suspended until early May.

Late April
-Made a decision that all classes would be held remotely for the

reminder of the semester

Early May -Spring classses ended -Spring classes resumed

June

-Start discussing the Fall plan

-Made a descision that Fall classes would be delivered in a hybrid

course format

-Start discussing the Fall plan

-Made a decision that Fall classes would be held using the four

teachhing formats

July

Late July
-Made a decision to continue telework environment for the majority

of university operations and deliver all classes remotely for the Fall

August -Fall classes began

September -Fall classes began

-Offered the four learning options for the Fall to JDP students and had individual consultation with them

EarlyApril
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June-July 2020

The IR College began planning the next Fall semester. It was a difficult 

decision-making process as many questions remained unanswered: the 

trajectory of the pandemic after this coming September, continued 

immigration restrictions, availability of online teaching resources on 

campus, etc.

Points to consider:

• More remote instruction should be offered for off-campus students 

(especially international students).

• More in-person instruction benefits students in Japan, if the pandemic 

is contained.

• Most IR Major students are Japanese, while half of the total students 

in GS Major and JDP are from overseas.

Plan for Fall 2020
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A decision was made that Fall courses would be taught with one of the four 

teaching formats, allowing students to choose the option that fits their own 

situations.

1. In-person instruction requiring physical participation –(5%)*

2. In-person instruction with live or asynchronous streaming –(20%)*

3. Combination of approximately 12 online and 3 in-person instruction 

(with live or asynchronous streaming) –(60%)*

4. Online instruction with no in-person experience –(15%)*
*the proportion of courses out of the total courses offered by the College

(except language courses).

Instructors were strongly encouraged to avoid in-person instruction requiring 

physical participation and to make their classes accessible to and inclusive of 

off-campus students such as international students facing entry ban.

Plan for Fall 2020
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Video Conference Cameras and Microphones 

in all Classrooms 
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Fall semester 2020 

for first & second cohort
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April to July, AU and RU spent many hours discussing potential plans while closely 

monitoring the trajectory of the pandemic, immigration and visa restrictions in both 

countries and policy updates from both universities. 

While all efforts had been made for safely sending students to their host institutions, 

significant improvement of the pandemic in US was not unfortunately expected. 

Therefore AU and RU offered the four plans and allowed students to choose one that 

fits their needs.

1. Take courses online through AU/RU

2. Re-sequence the degree plan (postponing travel to the host institution for a 

year and taking classes at the home institution for Fall 2020)

3. Take a temporary leave 

4. Withdraw from the JDP

After meetings and individual consultation, RU students opted for taking AU classes 

online or a leave of absence, while AU students decided to change their semester 

sequences or to take a leave of absence.

JDP Plan for Fall 2020
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The unique strength of the JDP revealed by the COVID-19 

pandemic.

The JDP has demonstrated its ability to devise flexible solutions, 

supported by both institutions. These efforts include the shift of 

sequencing of the program, which may not be possible for 

international exchanges and other degree programs abroad.

Unfortunately, some students opted to withdraw from the program. 

The JDP provides degree change options to safeguard these 

students. AU and RU students can transfer to degree with AU SIS 

and with RU IR Department respectively.

The JDP and the COVID-19 Pandemic
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AU and RU held more than 16 online meetings beginning February to October. While they 

cannot meet face-to-face, collaboration between AU and RU has been advanced through virtual 

communications. New student programs and research exchanges have started taking place 

virtually using online learning platforms such as Zoom.

The JDP and the COVID-19 Pandemic

AU and RU partnership strengthened through joint efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 
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During and beyond the pandemic, the IR College is committed to:

- Stand with all members of the community and support equal educational 

opportunity for both domestic and international students. 

- Be Inclusive of international students as vital part of the community 

regardless of their population.

- Convey opinions to the entire university through experiences of having the 

largest number of international students and organizing a joint degree with 

a university abroad.

- Develop a new academic model beyond physical locations and time zones, 

utilizing remote learning capabilities enhanced through the pandemic.

Future and Next Steps
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Thank you for listening.
For more information, please visit our web site!

Ritsumeikan University
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ (Japanese)
http://en.ritsumei.ac.jp/ (English)

Top Global University
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/rsgu/(Japanese)
http://en.ritsumei.ac.jp/rsgu/(English)

College of International Relations
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/ (Japanese)
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/eng/ (English)

Joint Degree Program
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/jdp/ (Japanese)
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/eng/jdp/ (English)

http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/
http://en.ritsumei.ac.jp/
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/rsgu/
http://en.ritsumei.ac.jp/rsgu/
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/eng/
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/jdp/
http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/ir/eng/jdp/

